
Cart Accessories  
and Replacement Parts

Solutions to streamline 
your retail environment 

SINCE 1963



The R.W. Rogers Company was established in 1963 as an The R.W. Rogers Company was established in 1963 as an 
organization dedicated to supplying new and used grocery organization dedicated to supplying new and used grocery 
shopping carts to local customers in the Midwest.shopping carts to local customers in the Midwest.

Our company has grown since then to now offer a full line Our company has grown since then to now offer a full line 
of equipment to our customers nationwide, while keeping of equipment to our customers nationwide, while keeping 
true to our Midwest roots. Our product line has expanded true to our Midwest roots. Our product line has expanded 
to garden carts, grocery shopping baskets, hand baskets, to garden carts, grocery shopping baskets, hand baskets, 
nursery carts and more.nursery carts and more.

In addition to expanding our product offerings, our In addition to expanding our product offerings, our 
warehouse has grown from a modest 4,000 square feet warehouse has grown from a modest 4,000 square feet 
to an impressive 60,000 square feet. Our facility is not the to an impressive 60,000 square feet. Our facility is not the 
only aspect of our business that has expanded. While we only aspect of our business that has expanded. While we 
still recondition used equipment and represent various still recondition used equipment and represent various 
manufacturers, we have also successfully transitioned manufacturers, we have also successfully transitioned 
into importing and manufacturing a wide variety of retail into importing and manufacturing a wide variety of retail 
solutions ourselves.solutions ourselves.

Our customers experience the unmatched service and Our customers experience the unmatched service and 
quality products that our company provides that they have quality products that our company provides that they have 
been accustomed to since our company began.been accustomed to since our company began.

Longevity. Innovation. Excellence.



KEY FEATURES INCLUDE:
• Ergonomic 

Natural ergonomic position of  
hand and wrist.

• Easy mounting 
Using only two screws, the  
Ergo XT can be easily mounted.

• Anti-static  
Inserts on each side ensure it  
will be de-charged with each use.

KEY FEATURES INCLUDE:
• Quick mounting 

Mounts to almost all shopping  
carts with only one screw.

• Easy to use 
The smartphone is pushed into 
the holder from above and is 
immediately ready to use for 
shopping.

• One size fits all  
The EASY can accommodate large 
or small smartphones, with or 
without a protective case.

KEY FEATURES INCLUDE:
• Simple 

Pull out the belt, wrap it around 
the child, and snap in the latch.

• Cost effective 
Securely stowed away when  
not in use and designed to last  
for the lifetime of a shopping cart,  
reducing service costs for belts  
and shopping carts.

• Clean 
Retracts into housing for  
protection from the elements.

X

Give your shopping cart fleet an upgrade
Retrofit your shopping carts with any of these easy-to-install accessories, and instantly 
create a more modern and enjoyable shopping experience for your customers.

liveTec EASY 
The easy and convenient way to shop.

Our innovative smartphone holder system not only makes shopping 
using a smartphone much simpler, it is also ideal for marketing and 
advertising purposes. Simply attach a QR code leading directly to 
the retailer app onto the EASY to heighten customer awareness 
and increase user numbers. The EASY is a cost-effective solution 
that works with smartphones of different sizes—with or without a 
protective case. The smartphone is simply pushed into the holder, 
and can quickly be removed by the customer for safekeeping. It 
holder can be retrofitted to almost all shopping cart handles with just 
one screw and gives the market a modern, innovative image.

SmartSafe Twin
Keep children safe while shopping with parents. 

SmartSafe is the revolutionary seat belt system that fits onto almost 
any available shopping cart. SmartSafe provides safety for the child 
by automatically adjusting to the size of the child. This effectively 
prevents the child from standing up into the shopping cart, and 
allows for a relaxed shopping experience for parents. SmartSafe is 
available for shopping carts with a single or double child seat. With 
SmartSafe, there’s no strap adjustment needed. Simply pull out the 
belt, wrap it around the child, and snap in the latch. Once snapped in, 
the belt is secured. While not in use, the SmartSafe seatbelt retracts 
into its plastic housing to protect it against rain and dirt.   

Ergo XT 
Perfect ergonomics and modern design for your shopping carts. 

By adding the Ergo XT to your current shopping cart fleet, you not 
only offer greater ease of use, they also make the shopping cart 
look great. The upright design ensures a natural positioning, so 
pressure is taken off the wrists. Even fully loaded shopping carts are 
much easier to maneuver. The ergo XT can be fitted to all standard 
shopping cart models and is attached with only two screws. The 
system is designed so that the shopping cart handle remains 
fully intact. The entire fleet can be retrofitted quickly and easily 
at any time. Static charge on shopping carts builds up and leads 
to unpleasant shocks when touching the cart. Built-in anti-static 
technology prevents this from happening. 

Ergo XT
Ergonomic handle system

SmartSafe Twin
Retractable seat belt

liveTec EASY
Smartphone 

holder 
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NEED REPLACEMENT PARTS?
We’ve got you covered.

CART REPLACEMENT PARTS:
 5” wheels
 5” swivel caster and wheel
 Shopping cart handles
 Plastic seat 
 Plastic-trim molding 

 Full-length front bumpers
 Standard seat belts (not shown above)
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Freshen up your flatbeds Place your order
Give your flatbed carts a new set of wheels and make maneuvering heavy loads much 
easier for your customers and staff.

NEED REPLACEMENT WHEELS?
We’ve got what you need right here.

>

PRODUCT NAME DESCRIPTION MODEL # PRICE QUANTITY

Shopping cart wheel Rear 5” poly wheel RWR-WHL-RGD5 $3.50 ea.

Shopping cart wheel and caster Front swivel caster with 5” poly wheel RWR-PHC-CAS615LC $6.50 ea.

Standard shopping cart handle* Red HDL-PRERD $3.50 ea.

Standard shopping cart seat* Red LHC-PRE-RD $3.98 ea.

Standard shopping cart seat belt* Red SFS-RDBLT $2.30 ea.

Full-length front bumper set Two bumpers with mounting rod PRE-BUMPST $9.00 ea.

Basket trim kit Three-piece kit PRE-TRIM $6.00 ea.

PRODUCT NAME DESCRIPTION MODEL # PRICE QUANTITY

Flatbed cart 6” wheel 6” x 2” poly wheel RWR-WHL-RGD5 $8.05 ea.

Flatbed cart 6” wheel and caster 6” poly wheel with swivel caster RWR-PHC-CAS615LC $14.24 ea.

Flatbed cart 8” wheel 8” x 2” poly wheel HDL-PRERD $10.69 ea.

PRODUCT NAME DESCRIPTION MODEL # PRICE QUANTITY

liveTec EASY Anthracite Gray 95 5200 6100 01-0 $15.38 ea.

liveTec EASY Red 95 5200 6100 01-02 $15.38 ea.

SmartSafe Twin Black 53 50525 01 $13.60 ea.

SmartSafe Twin Red 53 50525 02 $13.60 ea.

Ergo XT Anthracite Gray 53 40260 10 $12.00/pair

REPLACEMENT PARTS:
 6” wheel with swivel caster 
 6” x 2” wheel
 8” x 2” wheel 
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Shopping Cart Accessories

Shopping Cart Replacement Parts

Flatbed Cart Replacement Parts
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Order Date 

Store Contact E-mail

Phone Fax

Store Name Store # 

Address

City State  Zip

Please email your completed order form to: ALEX POULOS  apoulos@rwrogerscompany.com  |  630.774.2256 

* Available in other colors. Call for more information.



For more information
610 Kirk Rd.  |  St. Charles, IL 60174 

630.377.9033
rwrogerscompany.com




